
 Revisingthe SlOP Desmond Ball and

 Robert C. Toth

 Taking War-Fighting to Dangerous

 Extremes

 I On October 1, 1989, a

 new U.S. Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) came into effect.' Offi-

 During the preparation of this article, the authors conducted interviews with many of the

 principals involved in the recent development of U.S. strategic nuclear employment policies

 and plans. These included senior civilian officials and military officers from the Office of the

 Under Secretary of Defense for Policy in the Department of Defense, the National Security

 Council (NSC), the Strategic Air Command (SAC), and the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of

 Staff (OJCS). Material in this article for which sources are not otherwise cited was obtained in

 these interviews.

 Desmond Ball is Head of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,

 Canberra. He is the author of Politics and Force Levels: The Strategic Missile Program of the

 Kennedy Administration (University of California Press, 1980); Can Nuclear War Be Controlled?

 (IISS, 1981); and Pine Gap: Australia and the U.S. Geostationary Signals Intelligence Satellite

 Program (Allen & Unwin, 1988); and co-editor (with Jeffrey Richelson) of Strategic Nuclear Targeting

 (Cornell University Press, 1986). Robert C. Toth is National Security Correspondent for the Los Angeles

 Times, based in Washington, D.C.

 1. The Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) is the U.S. strategic nuclear war plan. It

 contains a target list with data on all targets that might need to be attacked in a strategic nuclear

 war, programs for the assignment of all U.S. strategic weapons systems to various targets, and

 a wide variety of options for the actual employment of these weapons against designated targets.

 Construction of the SIOP is the domain of the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff (JSTPS)

 located at the headquarters of the Strategic Air Command (SAC) at Offutt Air Force Base at

 Omaha, Nebraska. The JSTPS has two working divisions: the National Strategic Target List

 (NSTL) Division, which processes and analyzes the target data; and the SIOP Division, which

 prepares and maintains the war plan. Since 1974, national guidance for the preparation of the

 SIOP is provided to the JSTPS through a three-tiered process: Presidential Decision Memoranda

 or Directives on Nuclear Employment Policy, which set in 3-5 pages the broad national policy

 regarding employment concepts for meeting U.S. strategic nuclear objectives; the Nuclear Weap-

 ons Employment Plan (NUWEP) issued by the Secretary of Defense to the Joint Chiefs of Staff

 (JCS), which sets out the planning assumptions, attack options, targeting objectives, and damage

 levels needed to satisfy the presidential guidance; and Annex C (Nuclear) to the annual Joint

 Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), which translates the NUWEP into more specific operational

 requirements and directs implementation by the JSTPS. See Table 1 of this article for a summary.

 The most authoritative discussions of the general scope of the SIOP and the structure of the

 SIOP planning processes are History and Research Division, Headquarters, Strategic Air Com-

 mand, History of the Joint Strategic Planning Staff (JSTPS): Background and Preparation of SIOP-62

 (sanitized copy declassified by the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, April 21, 1980);

 Captain Mark D. Mariska, "The Single Integrated Operations Plan," Military Review, Vol. 52,

 No. 3 (March 1972), pp. 32-39; Major General Jerome F. O'Malley, "JSTPS: The Link Between

 Strategy and Execution," Air University Review, Vol. 28, No. 4 (May-June 1977), pp. 38-46;

 General Richard H. Ellis, "Building a Plan for Peace . . . The Joint Strategic Target Planning

 Staff" (JSTPS, mimeo, August 1980); and Major General Richard B. Goetze, Jr., "The SIOP ...

 A Plan for Peace," Combat Crew, January 1987, pp. 13-16.

 International Security, Spring 1990 (Vol. 14, No. 4)

 C) 1990 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College and of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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 cially designated SIOP-6F, the new plan has been described as "the most

 extensive revision of [the U.S.] nuclear war plan in a decade."2 In fact,

 although U.S. officials have emphasized the "evolutionary" aspects of the

 new SIOP,3 the new plan represents the most radical change in both the

 substance and structure of the U.S. strategic nuclear war plan since the

 preparation of SIOP-63 in 1961-62. Moreover, the changes threaten to be

 wasteful and dangerous in key respects. In particular, the new emphasis on

 targeting Soviet political leadership and Soviet mobile missiles promises to

 be ineffective as well as destabilizing to the nuclear balance.

 Since the first SIOP (SIOP-62) went into effect on April 15, 1961, U.S.

 strategic war planning has involved a continuing effort to make strategic

 nuclear weapons "usable. "4 There have been two fundamental rationales for

 this effort. One concerns the credibility of the U.S. deterrence posture. Forces

 which are more usable, either because they can be employed in small discrete

 packages rather than massive strikes, or because they are directed at military

 targets rather than cities, enhance the credibility of threats to in fact use

 them. Second, in the event that deterrence fails, these weapons can be used

 to limit damage to the United States and ensure "the best possible outcome"

 for the United States after a nuclear war.

 The result has been the development over the last three decades of increas-

 ingly smaller and more variegated nuclear options in the SIOP, and of stra-

 tegic concepts and doctrines designed to permit "escalation control" as a

 limited war progressed. The Kennedy administration sought "controlled re-

 sponses and negotiating pauses" in the war plan. Several Major Attack

 Options (MAOs) were devised, together with options for withholding attacks

 from certain categories of targets, including most notably the option to with-

 2. Richard Halloran, "U.S. Revises Its War Plan for New Age," New York Times, November 2,

 1988, p. A7. See also Peter Adams, "Planners Draft New Nuclear War Tactics," Defense News,

 June 20, 1988, pp. 1, 28.

 3. See, for example, General John T. Chain, Commander-in-Chief Strategic Air Command

 (CINCSAC), cited in Halloran, "U.S. Revises Its War Plan For New Age." In 1987-88, when the

 national guidance for the new SIOP was prepared, it was generally referred to as SIOP-7.

 However, the Bush administration decided to stress the continuity in the target planning process

 and to designate the new plan as SIOP-6F, partly in anticipation of criticisms of some of the

 novel departures in the new plan (such as concern with prompt destruction of the Soviet

 leadership) which were already being voiced.

 4. For a more comprehensive discussion of the historical development of the SIOP through to

 NUWEP-82 and the introduction of SIOP-6, see Desmond Ball, "The Development of the SIOP,

 1960-1983," in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, eds., Strategic Nuclear Targeting (Ithaca:

 Cornell University Press, 1986), chapter 3.
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 Table 1. The Evolution of the SIOP, 1960-89.

 SIOP-62 Approved by the Secretary "Optimum mix" of counterforce

 of Defense in December and urban-industrial targets. No

 1960, and took effect reserves, options, or withholds.

 January 15, 1961.

 SIOP-63 Took effect August 1, 1962. The "No-Cities" version of

 counterforce strategy. Four

 major attack options (MAOs),

 plus sub-options and withholds.

 SIOP-5 Took effect January 1, 1976. Concept of "escalation control."

 Initial guidance provided by 25,000 targets in the National

 NSDM-242 (January 17, Strategic Target Data Base

 1974) and NUWEP-1 (April 4, (NSTDB) at the outset of SIOP-

 1974). 5. SIOP divided into Major

 Attack Options (MAOs),

 Selective Attack Options

 (SAOs), Limited Nuclear

 Options (LNOs), and Regional

 Nuclear Options (RNOs); and

 four target categories: Soviet

 nuclear forces, other military

 targets (OMT), Soviet

 leadership, and economic-

 industrial (E/l) targets. The

 latter category divided into

 economic recovery targets and

 war-supporting industry.

 Strategic Reserve Force.

 Nuclear Targeting Policy

 Review (NTPR), 1977-79.

 PD-59, July 25, 1980, and 50,000 targets in the NSTDB

 NUWEP-80, October 1980, (including 25,000 OMT; 15,000

 given effect in SIOP-5F, E/I; more than 5000 leadership;

 October 1, 1981. and 2500 strategic nuclear

 targets).

 SIOP-6 Initial guidance provided by Concept of "protracted nuclear

 NSDD-13, October 1981, and war" Increasing emphasis on

 NUWEP-82, July 1982. Took targeting Soviet leadership and

 effect October 1, 1983. relocatable targets through

 successive revision of SIOP-6.

 Elimination of the counter-

 recovery mission. Drastic

 culling of the NSTDB to 14,000

 targets in 1987.

 SIOP-6F Initial guidance provided by Emphasis on destruction of the

 NUWEP-87, October 1987. Soviet leadership (including

 Guidance confirmed in NSM- prompt counter-leadership

 12, June 1989. Took effect options) and relocatable targets

 October 1, 1989. (RTs). Development of

 "adaptive target planning."
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 hold attacks on Soviet cities-the so-called "no cities" version of coun-

 terforce strategy. These options were included in the second SIOP (SIOP-

 63), which took effect on August 1, 1962. The concept of escalation control

 evolved further in 1973-74, and was formally codified in National Security

 Decision Memorandum (NSDM) 242, signed by President Nixon on January

 17, 1974, and the Nuclear Weapons Employment Policy (NUWEP) signed by

 Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger on April 4, 1974. This guidance

 directed the development of limited strike options designed to enable the

 United States to conduct "selected nuclear operations." These included most

 particularly Regional Nuclear Options (RNOs) for the employment of stra-

 tegic nuclear forces in "non-central campaigns," and Limited Nuclear Options

 (LNOs). It also significantly elaborated upon the notion of withholds. A

 Strategic Reserve Force was created, and a category of "economic recovery"

 targets was invented in an effort to insure the postwar outcome "most

 favorable" to the United States. The first SIOP prepared under the 1974

 guidance was SIOP-5, which took effect on January 1, 1976.

 The Carter administration made few substantive changes to the SIOP.

 However, it did conduct a major Nuclear Targeting Policy Review (NTPR) in

 1977-79, some of the conclusions of which were incorporated in Presidential

 Directive (PD) 59, issued by President Carter on July 25, 1980, which signif-

 icantly influenced subsequent war planning. The guidance promulgated in

 PD-59 and a new NUWEP issued by Secretary of Defense Harold Brown in

 October 1980 (NUWEP-80) called for a much more survivable system of

 command, control and communications (C3) to support an extended nuclear

 war. It drew attention to the emergence of longer-range Soviet mobile missiles

 (the SS-20s) and the anticipation of targeting them in the future. It called for

 greater emphasis in targeting the Soviet leadership and political control sys-

 tem, in the belief that the Kremlin attaches more value to its own survival

 and to perpetuation of Communist Party control than to millions of civilian

 lives.

 In October 1981, President Reagan signed National Security Decision Di-

 rective (NSDD) 13, which set the goal of "prevailing" in a protracted nuclear

 war of up to 180 days. This was followed by a new NUWEP signed by

 Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger in July 1982 (NUWVEP-82), which

 was given effect in SIOP-6 on October 1, 1983.

 This article describes the principal developments in SIOP-6 through to

 SIOP-6F of October 1, 1989, together with some of the more pertinent de-
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 velopments in strategic nuclear weapons and C3 systems.5 These develop-

 ments include a much greater emphasis by the Reagan and Bush adminis-

 trations on the ability to destroy the Soviet political and military command

 and control system at any point in the strategic nuclear exchange; the de-

 velopment of new Soviet capabilities, and most particularly mobile or relo-

 catable systems; changes in the U.S. force structure, such as the introduction

 of new bombers and cruise missiles, as well as new warhead designs and

 new sensor systems for locating Soviet targets; and new computer capabilities

 which permit rapid retargeting of the U.S. strategic nuclear forces. The article

 also provides a critical assessment of the new SIOP, as well as of current

 trends in U.S. targeting concepts and the associated developments in stra-

 tegic nuclear weapons and C3 systems.

 SIOP-6

 SIOP-6 has now gone through six revisions, the most recent being SIOP-6F.

 In a departure from previous practice, new NUWEPs have been issued almost

 every year since 1982 to provide specific guidance for these revisions. The

 most radical changes were introduced in NUWEP-87, signed by Secretary of

 Defense Weinberger in October 1987.6 The basic policy incorporated in the

 successive SIOP-6 plans, and given much sharper emphasis in SIOP-6F-

 5. Some of these developments have not yet proceeded to the point where they can be incor-

 porated into the SIOP. However, they reflect recent U.S. targeting concepts and suggest the

 course of future SIOP revisions.

 6. NUWEP-87, which as it eventuated provided the determinant guidance for SIOP-6F, was

 drafted within the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Nuclear Forces and

 Arms Control Policy) in the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (USDP) in mid-

 1987. At that time, there was some muted debate within the Pentagon and the NSC (National

 Security Council) as to whether it would be proper to commit the forthcoming administration

 with a radically new SIOP. The ascendant argument was that to delay the promulgation of the

 new guidance and the preparation of a radically new SIOP until after January 1989, when the

 new administration would take office, would inhibit the process of most effectively and effi-

 ciently targeting the increasing number of hardened Soviet leadership centers and mobile targets,

 and in effect defer the introduction of such a SIOP until 1990 or perhaps even 1991 (depending

 upon the length of time and issues raised in any new administration review of nuclear employ-

 ment policy). Although the Bush administration instituted a major strategic review in spring

 1989 which culminated in National Security Memorandum (NSM) 12, signed by President Bush

 in June 1989, this did not include a thorough or comprehensive review of strategic nuclear

 employment policy. Rather, it in effect endorsed the continued development of the new SIOP.

 (As noted in footnote 3, however, a consequence of the discussion attendant to NSM-12 was to

 downplay the novelty of the new plan and to designate it SIOP-6F instead of SIOP-7.)
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 "targeting those assets which are essential to Soviet warmaking capability

 and political control"-was described by President Reagan in January 1988

 as follows:

 Our strategic forces and the associated targeting policy must, by any calcu-

 lation, be perceived as making nuclear warfare a totally unacceptable and

 unrewarding proposition for the Soviet leadership. Accordingly, our target-

 ing policy:

 -Denies the Soviets the ability to achieve essential military objectives by

 holding at risk Soviet warmaking capabilities, including both the full range

 of Soviet military forces and the war-supporting industry which provides the

 foundation for Soviet military power and supports its capability to conduct

 a protracted conflict; and

 -Places at risk those political entities the Soviet leadership values most:

 the mechanisms for ensuring survival of the Communist Party and its lead-

 ership cadres, and for retention of the Party's control over the Soviet and

 Soviet Bloc peoples.7

 SIOP-6 has retained the four basic target categories of previous plans:

 Soviet nuclear forces, other military targets (OMT), military and political

 leadership facilities (including C3 systems), and economic and industrial

 installations. However, significant changes have occurred through the var-

 ious successive revisions of SIOP-6 between 1985 and 1989 with respect to

 priorities between and within these basic categories.

 In the case of economic targets, for example, the counter-recovery mission

 was eliminated in favor of the narrower category of "war-supporting" in-

 dustry.8 According to officials within the Office of the Under Secretary of

 7. President Ronald Reagan, National Security Strategy of the United States (Washington, D.C.:

 The White House, January 1988), p. 14.

 8. SIOP-5 (1976-83) had contained two categories of economic/industrial targets: war-supporting

 industry (such as ammunition factories, tank and armored personnel carrier factories, petroleum

 refineries, railway yards and repair facilities, etc.); and industry that contributed to economic

 recovery (such as coal mines, basic steel and aluminium plants, cement factories, and fertilizer

 plants). NUWEP-1 issued by Secretary Schlesinger on April 4, 1974, directed that the SIOP

 forces be able to destroy 70 percent of the Soviet industry that would be needed to achieve

 economic recovery in the event of a large-scale strategic nuclear exchange. See Desmond Ball,

 "The Development of the SIOP, 1960-1983," p. 74.

 The economic recovery mission was defined by Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld in

 January 1977 as the requirement to "retard significantly the ability of the USSR to recover from

 a nuclear exchange and regain the status of a twentieth-century military and industrial power

 more rapidly than the United States." See Donald H. Rumsfeld, Department of Defense (DoD)

 Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1978 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office [U.S. GPO],

 1977), p. 68.

 The Nuclear Targeting Policy Review (NTPR) in 1977-79 found that it was extremely difficult

 to determine how recovery might be impeded, and that the mission would involve expending
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 Defense for Policy (USDP), the counter-recovery mission had badly skewed

 the SIOP process. Fertilizer plants and thousands of other marginal facilities

 derided as "shoe factories" were being targeted with strategic nuclear weap-

 ons. The mission also appeared impossible to carry out. Studies conducted

 after this category had been created found that North Korea recovered fully

 within eight years after the Korean War had reduced its national output to

 20 percent of pre-war levels. U.S. strategic planners also concluded that they

 knew too little about the Soviet economic structure to effectively impede

 Soviet recovery.9

 At the same time, following a wide-ranging review of the targeting process

 by Pentagon civilians that found an embarrassing waste of weapons,10 the

 Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff (JSTPS) was told to keep in mind that the

 central purpose of the SIOP was deterrence or, if war came, war termination,

 and that a very long list of potential targets was not appropriate to those

 goals. A radical culling of the National Strategic Target Data Base (NSTDB)

 was undertaken.11 The elimination of the economic recovery mission allowed

 the removal of many of the 15,000 economic-industrial targets that had pre-

 viously been carried in the NSTDB. In March 1987, General Larry Welch,

 chief of staff of the Air Force, stated that "literally thousands of industrial

 targets have been dropped from the SIOP."'12 In addition, thousands of minor

 forces that might be more effectively used for other purposes or held in reserve. As a result,

 PD-59 and NUWEP-80 de-emphasized counter-recovery targeting in favor of greater emphasis

 on targeting the Soviet economic war-supporting infrastructure. The counter-recovery mission

 was eliminated entirely in NUWEP-82 and SIOP-6. For more detailed discussion of the evolution

 of the guidance concerning counter-recovery targeting, see Ball, "The Development of the SIOP,

 1960-1983," pp. 73-79. See also Leon Sloss, "The Evolution of the Countervailing Strategy,"

 May 1981, mimeo, p. 7.

 9. For a more detailed critique of counter-recovery targeting, see Michael Kennedy and Kevin

 N. Lewis, "On Keeping Them Down; or, Why Do Recovery Models Recover So Fast?" in Ball

 and Richelson, Strategic Nuclear Targeting, chapter 9.

 10. For example, three nuclear weapons were targeted on particular oil refineries when one or

 at most two would be adequate. Collateral nuclear effects of firestorms and radiation were

 ignored in damage expectancy (DE) calculations. Misinterpretation of the guidance boosted the

 demand for weapons. For instance, the 70 percent DE specified for economic and industrial

 targets was taken to mean 70 percent of every factory or industrial installation rather than 70

 percent of Soviet economic-industrial capacity as a whole.

 11. In 1982, when NUWEP-82 was issued, the NSTDB included some 50,000 potential Soviet

 targets. This was double the number in the NSTDB in 1974 when NUWEP-1 was issued and

 the development of SIOP-5 initiated, and some twelve times more than the 4,100 targets in the

 Data Base in 1960 when the first SIOP was put together. See David Alan Rosenberg, "U.S.

 Nuclear War Planning, 1945-1960," in Ball and Richelson, Strategic Nuclear Targeting, p. 35; and

 Ball, "The Development of the SIOP, 1960-1983," in ibid., p. 80.

 12. Cited in Scott D. Sagan, Moving Targets: Nuclear Strategy and National Security (Princeton:

 Princeton University Press, 1989), p. 53.
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 military installations that had resulted in an OMT set of 25,000 targets in

 1982 were also removed from the NSTDB. By 1987, the NSTDB had been

 reduced from more than 50,000 target installations to some 14,000.

 However, the main impact of NUWEP-82, the original SIOP-6 guidance,

 was to dramatically accelerate the efforts to target Soviet mobile weapons

 and the Soviet leadership. In 1984, for example, the Department of Defense

 initiated a five-year program to, inter alia, greatly improve "intelligence ca-

 pabilities to . . . detect and locate mobile targets. "13 At the same time,

 increased emphasis was accorded in the SIOP to Soviet strategic defense

 systems, including ballistic missile defenses and air defenses protecting So-

 viet leadership centers.

 Some of the new policy departures have been incorporated, to greater or

 lesser extents, in each of the successive revisions of SIOP-6. As one veteran

 targeting expert has noted, "You can't change the SIOP radically from year

 to year because capabilities change slowly. The SIOP people focus on weap-

 ons and systems they know will be available in the next 12 to 18 months,

 while the presidential guidance reflects anticipated future developments. But

 the new emphasis on these three 'pots' [target categories]-leadership, mo-

 biles, and defense-will radically change the SIOP over time. "14 SIOP-6F

 represents the embodiment of this radical change.

 Targeting Soviet Leadership

 The requirement to target the Soviet leadership and its command and control

 system is not novel. Since the late 1940s, U.S. nuclear war plans have in-

 cluded leadership and command centers as part of the broad goals of negating

 Soviet war-fighting capability and inflicting maximum political and societal

 punishment for Soviet aggression. SIOP-63, which came into effect on August

 1, 1962, included a Major Attack Option (MAO) dedicated to leadership

 targets, and through the 1960s a variety of decoys and other "penetration

 aids" ("pen-aids") were devised to counter the anti-ballistic missile (ABM)

 system deployed around Moscow. However, most Soviet leadership posts

 proved very difficult to locate precisely. Moreover, since SIOP-63 the lead-

 13. Cited in James T. Westwood, "Future Intercontinental and Theater Missile Systems," Naval

 War College Review, Vol. 37, No. 1 (January-February 1984), p. 91.

 14. Cited in Robert Toth, "U.S. Shifts Nuclear Response Strategy," Los Angeles Times, July 23,

 1989, p. 16.
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 ership target category had been regarded as a "withhold," i.e., an option to

 be reserved until the later phases of an exchange, when all-out war was

 inevitable. This approach was intended to enhance escalation control, by

 allowing the Soviets the ability to order discriminate and controlled nuclear

 strikes short of all-out war and by preserving the possibility of negotiating

 war termination between the U.S. and the Soviet leadership.

 The 1974 guidance (i.e., NSDM-242 and NUWEP-1) retained the Soviet

 leadership as a specific target category, although the "centers of political

 leadership and control" remained exempted from attack in the initial phases

 of a strategic nuclear exchange, to promote intra-war deterrence and intra-

 war bargaining. The newly-created Strategic Reserve Force was designed

 primarily to destroy the Soviet leadership in the latter phases of an exchange

 if necessary. According to Pentagon officials, however, only "a small handful"

 of leadership bunkers could be located at the time, most of them in Moscow.

 In 1979 the Nuclear Targeting Policy Review identified the targeting of the

 Soviet leadership and political control system as an essential issue.15 The

 argument made at the time was that deterrence was most enhanced by

 targeting "what the Soviet Union fears most," which was loss of its own

 physical (territorial) integrity and political (Communist Party) control.16 The

 1980 guidance (PD-59 and NUWEP-80) gave a qualitatively greater thrust to

 targeting the Soviet leadership. Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, in his

 final Annual Report to Congress on January 19, 1981, stated that "the Soviet

 leadership clearly places a high value on preservation of the regime and on

 the survival and continued effectiveness of the instruments of state power

 and control," and that "a clear U.S. ability to destroy them [Soviet leadership

 and control centers] poses a marked challenge to the essence of the Soviet

 system and thus contributes to deterrence. "17 The Soviet leadership was

 defined to consist of "some 100,000 people," for which hardened under-

 ground shelters had been constructed near their places of work and at relo-

 cation sites outside Moscow and other cities.18

 15. U.S. Congress, House Appropriations Committee, Department of Defense Appropriations for

 1980 (Washington, D.C., U.S. GPO, 1979), Part 3, p. 116.

 16. See Colin S. Gray, "Targeting Problems for Central War," in Ball and Richelson, Strategic

 Nuclear Targeting, pp. 181-186.

 17. Harold Brown, DoD Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1982 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO, 1981),

 pp. 38, 41.

 18. Harold Brown, DoD Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1981 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO, 1980),

 p. 78. In 1978, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) estimated that the Soviet leadership

 (excluding the military command) numbered about 110,000 people, made up of some 5,000
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 However, the threat to destroy these leadership and control bunkers was

 largely hollow. Secretary Brown admitted that "relatively few leadership

 shelters" had actually been identified.19 The Reagan administration endorsed

 the view that the Kremlin would be more deterred from starting a war by

 threats to its control structure and its physical survival than to the lives of

 millions of Soviet citizens, but initially it had no more leadership targets at

 which to aim. Moreover, many of the leadership bunkers that were known

 at the time were not actually targeted because they were so well protected.

 "We probably couldn't have dug them out," said one official of that period,

 "but I was surprised that we weren't even planning to lay down a few

 [weapons] just to ring their bells."

 More leadership facilities were located following an extensive Defense

 Intelligence Agency (DIA) study in 1982-83 which examined in detail the C3

 and leadership targets in the Odessa Military Region and used the results to

 scrutinize the other fifteen military districts across the Soviet Union for

 similarly hidden facilities. Much of its report, which was highly controversial,

 was rejected by the strategic planners within the Office of the Under Secretary

 of Defense for Policy (USDP) because three times more prompt, hard-target-

 kill warheads would have been required to destroy all of the new, well

 protected targets it identified. Among them were Communist Party buildings

 in the smallest and most isolated towns and villages. But the DIA study did

 find that underground leadership shelters were pervasive throughout the

 Soviet Union, including one under a Pioneer (Cub Scout) campground. Old

 intelligence data was revisited which, together with new information from

 recent emigres and improved intelligence sensors, revealed an impressive

 network of hardened and mobile leadership facilities.

 In March 1987, the Defense Department's Soviet Military Power stated that

 the Soviet Union had constructed a network of hardened leadership reloca-

 tion bunkers consisting of "more than 1,500 hardened alternate facilities for

 more than 175,000 key Party and government personnel throughout the

 USSR."20 The April 1988 edition of Soviet Military Power published a photo-

 Communist Party and government officials at the national and republic level; 67,300 Party and

 government leaders at kray, oblast, city, and urban rayon level; 2,000 managers of key economic

 and industrial installations; and about 40,000 other essential personnel. See Director of Central

 Intelligence, Soviet Civil Defense, NI 78-1000032 (Washington, D.C.: Central Intelligence Agency,

 July 1978), p. 8.

 19. Harold Brown, DoD Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1981, p. 78.

 20. DoD, Soviet Military Power 1987 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO, 1987), p. 52.
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 graph of the underground relocation center at Sharapovo (some 50 miles

 south of Moscow) and a sketch of protective superhardened quarters

 "hundreds of meters below" Moscow's streets, and claimed that the Soviet

 deep underground shelter program "rivals Soviet offensive strategic weapons

 programs both in scale and level of commitment," i.e., tens of billions of

 dollars annually. Bunkers, tunnels, secret subway lines (one running 17 miles

 from the Kremlin to Vnokovo Airfield), and other leadership facilities exist

 beneath Moscow, other major Soviet cities and the sites of major military

 commands. Several hundred other cities have rural relocation facilities. Fur-

 ther, "a highly redundant communications system, consisting of both on-site

 and remote elements, supports these complexes and permits the leadership

 to send orders and receive reports through the wartime management struc-

 ture. "21

 The release of this detailed information, some of which had previously

 been highly classified, was quite deliberate. "The message to the Russians,"

 according to one former target planner, "is 'you can run but you can't hide'."

 The Pentagon was also providing justification for the diversion of some

 existing weapons and the development of new weapons for attacking lead-

 ership bunkers.

 WEAPONS FOR DECAPITATION

 As directed by NUWEP-87, a prompt counter-leadership option has for the

 first time been incorporated in the SIOP and weapons allocated to this

 mission. "Prompt counter-C3" weapons allocated to the Soviet leadership

 facilities include highly accurate Peacekeeper MX ICBMs, which are capable

 of destroying "very hard leadership bunkers."22 Trident II D5 SLBMs with

 comparable accuracy will also be targeted, at least in part, on hardened Soviet

 leadership facilities.23

 On the other hand, U.S. officials have argued that the accuracy/yield

 combinations of both the MX and Trident II are inadequate for high kill

 probabilities against "deeply buried" leadership and C3 centers, and that

 21. DoD, Soviet Military Power 1988: An Assessment of the Threat (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO,

 1988), pp. 59-62.

 22. U.S. Congress, Senate Armed Services Committee, DoD Authorization for Appropriations for

 Fiscal Year 1983 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO, 1982), Part 7, p. 4173; Lt. Col. Paul E. Sjordal

 (Director of Public Affairs, Midwest Region, Department of the Air Force), "Peacekeeper Just

 That: A Peacekeeper," Chicago Tribune, April 21, 1988, p. 22; and General John T. Chain (CINC-

 SAC), "Strategic Fundamentals," Air Force Magazine, Vol. 70, No. 7 (July 1987), p. 67.

 23. Ibid.
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 earth-penetrating warheads are therefore required.24 In September 1988, Sec-

 retary of Defense Frank Carlucci authorized the Department of Defense to

 proceed (in cooperation with the Department of Energy) to develop an earth-

 penetration capability.25 Several earth-penetration concepts have been stud-

 ied in recent years, including both "rigid" and "shallow" types.26 The former

 includes a high-strength metal "bullet" carrying the nuclear device that could

 burrow hundreds of feet into the earth using the force of the impact.27

 Maneuverable Reentry Vehicles (MARVs) carrying rigid penetrating war-

 heads are under development, with an operational target date of the mid-

 1990s.28 Warheads with vastly higher yields and specially enhanced effects

 are under development. Weapons of truly gigantic yields are back in vogue,

 apparently as short-term solutions using bombers as the delivery system.

 24. See, for example, Admiral Bell, Vice Director of the JSTPS, cited in James W. Canan, "The

 Dangerous Lull in Strategic Modernization," Air Force Magazine, Vol. 70, No. 10 (October 1988),

 p. 74.

 25. Warren Strobel, "U.S. To Make Nuclear Bomb That Burrows," Washington Times, September

 12, 1988, p. 1.

 26. Edgar Ulsamer, "Missiles and Targets," Air Force Magazine, Vol. 70, No. 7 (July 1987), p. 70;

 and Howard Silber, "U.S. Working on Warheads To Hit Soviets Underground," Omaha World-

 Herald, September 27, 1987, p. 1.

 Recent data suggests that even a "shallow" penetrator, able to penetrate only a few feet below

 the surface, would be at least an order of magnitude more effective against deeply buried targets

 than a weapon of the same yield detonated on the surface. See Strobel, "U.S. To Make Nuclear

 Bomb That Burrows." Recent tests of "shallow" penetrators include a test conducted by Law-

 rence Livermore National Laboratory at White Sands, New Mexico, on September 28, 1988, in

 which a prototype warhead slammed through 22 feet of hard volcanic rock at some 1,400 miles

 per hour; and a test in Alaska in the spring of 1987 in which a strengthened B-83 nuclear bomb

 casing penetrated some 11-13 feet into frozen strata. See "Warhead That Cuts Into Earth Tested

 Successfully in N.M. [New Mexico]," Philadelphia Inquirer, October 21, 1988, p. 19; and Peter

 Grier, "Missile Race Goes Underground: Testing a New Warhead," Christian Science Monitor,

 June 27, 1989, p. 1. The B-83 is a 1-megaton air-delivered bomb designed to destroy "[hardened]

 Soviet ICBM silos and launch [control] complexes, [and] command, control and communication

 installations." U.S. Congress, House Committee on Foreign Affairs and Senate Committee on

 Foreign Relations, Fiscal Year 1981 Arms Control Impact Statements (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO,

 1980), p. 114.

 27. The W-86 earth penetration warhead designed for the Pershing II missile was intended "to

 dive about nine stories underground before exploding." Thomas B. Cochran, William M. Arkin

 and Milton M. Hoenig, Nuclear Weapons Databook, Volume 1, U.S. Nuclear Forces and Capabilities

 (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1984), p. 311. The earth-penetrator warhead for the Pershing Ils

 was cancelled in 1981, partly because insufficient deep underground targets had been found

 within its 1,200-mile range.

 28. "Maneuverable, Penetrating Nuclear Warhead Expected," Defense Electronics, Vol. 19, No. 9

 (September 1987), p. 13. As envisaged for ICBMs and SLBMs, these maneuverable re-entry

 vehicles (possibly equipped with wings, flaps and their own "smart" guidance systems) could

 evade Soviet interceptor missiles, slow down to minimize the impact stress if necessary, and

 position the warhead for entering the ground at the optimum penetration angle. MARVs with

 accuracies as good as that of the MX ICBM should be possible by the mid-1990s.
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 For example, two-decade-old B-53 bombs with yields of 9 megatons (some

 six times greater than anything else in the U.S. inventory) are being reacti-

 vated,29 and, according to one official source, consideration is being given to

 the development of a mammoth 22-megaton weapon.

 Finally, new penetration aids are under development to ensure that U.S.

 ICBMs would be able to penetrate any foreseeable enhancement of the ABM

 system around Moscow and destroy the national leadership facilities.30

 Relocatable Targets

 The number of Soviet mobile or relocatable targets (RTs) has grown phenom-

 enally during the course of SIOP-6, with a particular increase in mobile C3

 facilities and mobile ICBMs. In 1984, when the initial version of SIOP-6 was

 current, there were some 4,000 RTs in the National Strategic Target List

 (NSTL).31 These consisted mainly of mobile air defense batteries, bombers

 scattered among smaller airfields, submarines hidden up coastal inlets, and

 conventional forces of soldiers and tanks moved out of their barracks. During

 the mid-1980s, the Soviets fielded numerous mobile C3 systems, including

 mobile command posts, mobile communication systems, and mobile satellite

 ground stations.32 In 1985, the SS-25 road-mobile single-warhead ICBM be-

 came operational, and deployment of the SS-24 rail-mobile 10-warhead ICBM

 began in 1987.33 According to Air Force intelligence estimates, fully half of

 all Soviet strategic targets could be mobile by the end of the century, including

 two-thirds of the ICBMs.

 In 1985, the CIA established a Mobile Missile Task Force Intelligence Re-

 quirements and Analysis Working Group to study the problem of locating

 29. "Powerful B-53 Bomb Comes Out of Mothballs," Washington Times, August 5, 1987, p. 5;

 and John Carlson, "U.S. Ready to Reactivate Colossal Iowa-made Bomb," Des Moines Register,

 September 28, 1987, p. 1.

 30. Edgar Ulsamer, "Missiles and Targets"; Aviation Week and Space Technology, September 21,

 1987, p. 13; and Aviation Week and Space Technology, September 28, 1987, p. 17.

 31. Air Force Magazine, Vol. 67, No. 12 (December 1984), p. 23.

 32. According to the U.S. Department of Defense in April 1988, "The Soviets have established

 a comprehensive, redundant set of both fixed and mobile command facilities throughout the

 USSR to direct their strategic nuclear and theater general purpose forces.... Command and

 communications entities also have mobile back-up units.... The top leadership of the USSR

 . . . also have a fleet of aircraft, trains and other vehicles." DoD, Soviet Military Power 1988, pp.

 17, 45, 61.

 33. Ibid., p. 47.
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 and targeting Soviet mobile missiles.34 The Air Force also initiated an RT

 Capability Program. And in 1987 the Pentagon "formulated a Defense De-

 partment-wide RT Master Plan that is keyed to the development of sensors,

 C3I architectures, and force structure necessary to put at risk these Soviet

 targets [i.e., mobile ICBMs and C3 systems] in the future."35

 Among the real-time sensor systems under development or initial deploy-

 ment are:

 A STEALTH SUCCESSOR TO THE SR-71 BLACKBIRD STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE

 AIRCRAFT. Designed to fly at speeds of Mach 5 (3,800 miles per hour), and

 at altitudes higher than 100,000 feet, with aerial refueling its range would be

 limited only by the crew's endurance. Unlike satellites, which have fixed

 overflight trajectories and timetables, manned reconnaissance aircraft provide

 the flexibility to gather intelligence when and where the SAC Commander

 wishes. As one official has reportedly stated, "With the SR-71, they know

 we're there but they can't touch us. With the new [Stealth] technology, they

 won't even know we're there. "36

 UNMANNED REMOTE SENSING DEVICES for clandestine placement in the So-

 viet Union. These would report the changing locations of mobile targets and

 guide U.S. weapons to them.

 A NEW SERIES OF GEOSTATIONARY SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE (SIGINT) SATEL-

 LITES, initially called Magnum (and later Mentor), the first of which was

 launched in January 1985 and the second in November 1989. These satellites,

 which cost more than a billion dollars each, are able to monitor a plethora

 of relatively weak signals and other electronic emissions throughout the

 Soviet Union.37

 A NEW SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE (PHOTINT) SATELLITES, called

 the KH-12 Ikon, and also known as the Strategic Response Satellite, the first

 of which was launched in August 1989. The KH-12s are the first reconnais-

 sance satellites that can be refueled and repaired in orbit by Shuttle crews,

 34. Gregory A. Fossedal, "U.S. Said to be Unable to Verify Missile Ban," Washington Times,

 November 18, 1987, p. 6; and Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, "What About the Hidden SS-

 20's?" Washington Post, November 18, 1987, p. 25.

 35. Ulsamer, "Missiles and Targets."

 36. Richard Halloran, "U.S. To Build Spy Plane That Radar Can't Spot," International Herald

 Tribune, January 11, 1988, pp. 1, 5. See also T.A. Heppenheimer, "Revealed! Mach 5 Spy Plane,"

 Popular Science, Vol. 233, No. 5 (November 1988), pp. 70-73, 114, 116.

 37. See Desmond Ball, Pine Gap: Australia and the U. S. Geostationary Signals Intelligence Satellite

 Program (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1988).
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 thereby enhancing their lifetime and extending their maneuverability.38 Cost-

 ing more than a billion dollars each,39 the KH-12 has a real-time electro-

 optical imaging system which from low orbit is capable of providing a reso-

 lution of three inches.40 A network of four KH-12s is planned, which, together

 with the maneuverability of the satellites, should ensure that images could

 be obtained of any spot in the Soviet Union within twenty minutes of trans-

 mission of the order.41 A major task of the KH-12s is to track Soviet mobile

 ICBMs.42

 A NEW SERIES OF ALL-WEATHER, RADAR-IMAGING SATELLITES, called Lacrosse,

 designed to see through clouds, darkness and even some foliage. Each sat-

 ellite costs about $500 million, with hundreds of millions of dollars more for

 computer ground facilities to process the digitized radar signals from space.

 The first Lacrosse was launched in December 1988. Three more are expected

 to be operational by the early 1990s.43

 Several new weapons systems are also under development for employment

 against RTs. These include:

 THE B-2 STEALTH BOMBER. The U.S. Air Force's public rationale for the B-2

 bomber program has shifted ground several times in the last few years. In

 1985-88, the Air Force argued that it was important to hold Soviet RTs at

 risk and that the bomber was the only strategic system capable of doing this.

 In 1983, SAC had been directed to study the targeting of Soviet relocatable

 38. The KH-12 is able to carry at least 2,000 pounds of hydrazine fuel, and perhaps as much as

 6,500 pounds. See William E. Burrows, Deep Black: Space Espionage and National Security (New

 York: Random House, 1986), pp. 307-309.

 39. David B. Ottaway, "Webster Seeks to Avert Intelligence Budget Cuts," Washington Post,

 November 30, 1989, p. 6.

 40. Burrows, Deep Black, p. 307.

 41. Ibid.

 42. "Tracking Mobile Soviet Weapons Seen as KH-12 Task," Aerospace Daily, April 17, 1985, p.

 269.

 43. William J. Broad, "New Satellite is the First in a Class of All-Weather Spies, Experts Say,"

 New York Times, December 4, 1988, p. 1; and Craig Covault, "Atlantis' Radar Satellite Payload

 Opens New Reconnaissance Era," Aviation Week and Space Technology, December 12, 1988, pp.

 26-28. The Lacrosse program (originally called Indigo) has been the subject of intense intra-

 governmental dispute in Washington. In the mid-1980s, there was a strong possibility that only

 a single Lacrosse satellite would be orbited because of the cost. However, the program has been

 strongly supported by Congress, and especially the Senate Intelligence Committee, for the

 purpose of arms control verification. Notwithstanding the Congressional interest, the capabilities

 of the system remain applicable to target planning. See Bob Woodward, Veil: The Secret Wars of

 the CIA, 1981-1987 (London: Simon and Schuster, 1987), pp. 221-224; Bill Gertz, "Senate Panel

 Asks for Radar Funds," Washington Times, April 5, 1988, p. 4; and Rowland Evans and Robert

 Novak, "The Indigo-Lacrosse Satellite Gets the Nod," Washington Post, April 6, 1988, p. 25.
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 weapons and command facilities, but according to one civilian expert, the

 directive "was put in the safe out at JSTPS. Nothing was done except around

 the edges until about three years later, when someone on the Air [Force]

 staff decided that relocatable targets were a good mission for the manned

 bomber."

 In 1986, the Air Force argued: "Because of the increased Soviet emphasis

 on mobile ICBM delivery systems and command centers, the manned bomb-

 er's real-time potential for locating and destroying relocatable systems is vital

 to the maintenance of a viable triad."44 General Chain, CINCSAC, asserted

 in July 1987, "With regard to the manned bombers, I consider the human

 presence in the manned bomber crucial to detecting, identifying, and attack-

 ing the growing number of Soviet relocatable targets.... The capability of

 the manned bomber to penetrate enemy airspace and search out and destroy

 relocatable targets, particularly the highly threatening mobile ICBMs, is es-

 sential."45 Since the mid-1980s, consideration has been given to modification

 of the B-1B bomber so that it can accept operational tasking against some

 relocatable targets.46 However, the use of the B-1B for this purpose remains

 problematical, and, at least in 1985-88, the Air Force argued that locating

 and destroying RTs was the prime objective of the B-2. General Chain said

 in July 1987, "The highly flexible Advanced Technology Bomber [i.e., the B-

 2], with a low-observable design, will penetrate enemy airspace and hold all

 types of targets, both fixed and relocatable, at risk. This is tremendously

 important given the growing portion of the Soviet target base that will be

 relocatable in the next decade."47 Air Force officials reportedly stated in early

 1988, "With its projected capability to dash into the Soviet Union undetected,

 ... the B-2 [will] be able to roam the strongholds of the mobile Soviet missiles

 and look for targets."48 Since 1988, the Air Force has increasingly acknowl-

 edged the difficulty of the RT mission and downplayed this particular justi-

 fication for the B-2 program. However, it still contends, as USAF Chief of

 Staff General Larry Welch stated in mid-1989, that the B-2 "offers the best

 44. Cited in James W. Canan, "The Issues That Count," Air Force Magazine, October 1986,

 p. 49.

 45. Chain, "Strategic Fundamentals."

 46. "Countering Mobile Targets a B-1B Task?" Defense Electronics, Vol. 18, No. 3 (March 1986),

 p. 18.

 47. Chain, "Strategic Fundamentals," p. 67.

 48. Cited in R.S. Dudney, "Strategic Forces at the Brink of START," Air Force Magazine, Vol. 71,

 No. 2 (February 1988), p. 43.
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 hope of holding at risk some portion of the growing Soviet relocatable target

 base. "49

 RAPID RETARGETING CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES have been developed to

 permit the use of Minuteman ICBMs and Tomahawk Land Attack SLCMs

 "to place and keep Soviet mobile target systems at risk."50

 ADVANCED WEAPONS CONCEPTS. New "soft kill" weapons, utilizing en-

 hanced electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and microwave emissions designed to

 destroy the electronic mechanisms in above-ground mobile missile and com-

 mand and control systems, are also under development.5

 Offense/Defense

 In 1985 an extensive review of the U.S. strategic nuclear posture was under-

 taken under the direction of the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for

 Policy. Its primary objective was to develop a methodology for integrating

 strategic defensive capabilities with the extant and projected strategic offen-

 sive forces into some "good, coherent posture," and "to update nuclear

 employment plans and guidance for the transition from offense to defense

 in the 1990s."52

 At the same time, several studies were also undertaken by the Strategic

 Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) and the Defense Nuclear Agency

 (DNA). In January 1985, for example, the DNA informed Congress that:

 "Alternative nuclear weapons employment options and strategic force re-

 quirements will be examined to increase an understanding of the effects of

 current target trends, weapon delivery system technological developments,

 and the implications of shifting from a national strategy based on offensive

 49. Cited in Robert R. Ropelewski, "USAF Backpedaling on B-2 Relocatable Target Mission,"

 Armed Forces Journal International, Vol. 126, No. 12 (July 1989), p. 14.

 50. Defense Nuclear Agency, Fiscal Year 1986, Program Document: Research, Development, Test and

 Evaluation, Defense Agencies (Supporting Data for DNA Fiscal Year 1986 Budget Estimates, Sub-

 mitted to Congress January 1985), p. 409; Defense Nuclear Agency, Fiscal Year 1987, Program

 Document: Research, Development, Test and Evaluation, Defense Agencies (Supporting Data for DNA

 Fiscal Year 1987 Budget Estimates, Submitted to Congress February 1986), p. 67; and "Fast

 Targeting For Minuteman," Defense Week, March 18, 1985, p. 5.

 51. Theodore B. Taylor, "Third-Generation Nuclear Weapons," Scientific American, Vol. 256, No.

 4 (April 1987), pp. 22-31; "A Third Generation of Nukes," Time, May 25, 1987, p. 36; and

 H. Keith Florig, "The Future Battlefield: A Blast of Gigawatts?" IEEE Spectrum, Vol. 25, No. 3

 (March 1988), pp. 50-54.

 52. Richard Halloran, "U.S. Studies Plan to Integrate Nuclear Arms With a Missile Shield," New

 York Times, May 29, 1985, p. 8.
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 deterrence to one based on both offensive and defensive weapons systems."53

 And in February 1986, the DNA stated that it had initiated "an examination

 of possible tradeoffs among strategic offensive forces, strategic defensive

 forces, strategic warning, and tactical warning."54

 These studies have had relatively little impact on the SIOP to date simply

 because the deployment of an effective missile defense system is not immi-

 nent. At present, SIOP-6F includes Soviet air defense facilities and the ABM

 system around Moscow, and some contingency planning has been done with

 respect to the targeting implications of a Soviet "break-out" to a nation-wide

 missile defense based on extant technology. Now, however, even though a

 viable U.S. missile defense will not become a reality before the next century

 (and even then its prospects are problematical), U.S. target planners must

 begin to address the possibility of some advanced strategic defense systems

 being deployed by both the Soviet Union and the United States itself. The

 JSTPS has been put on notice to study hard and come up with some pro-

 posals.

 At one level, the battle management system that would direct defenses

 must be connected into the command and control system that directs the

 offense, if for no other reason than to insure that U.S. missiles flying toward

 the Soviet Union are able to avoid the areas in space where U.S. intercept

 systems would be engaging Soviet ballistic missiles. At another level, any

 synergistic benefits between offense and defense would be exploited. These

 might be found in grand strategic terms or in mundane cost saving through

 shared computer facilities. For example, SDI sensor technologies might give

 earlier and clearer confirmation of Soviet missile launching, providing time

 to launch more U.S. weapons even in "worst case" bolt-from-the-blue scen-

 arios. Similarly, SDI sensors could report which Soviet ICBM silos were

 empty as well as the location of mobile targets, permitting redirection of U.S.

 attacks.55

 Some consideration was given to the interaction between offensive and

 defensive forces during the review of U.S. strategic policy undertaken by the

 Bush administration in spring 1989. In particular, some U.S. officials argued

 53. Defense Nuclear Agency, Fiscal Year 1986, Program Document, p. 410.

 54. Defense Nuclear Agency, Fiscal Year 1987, Program Document, p. 70.

 55. See Robert J. Carlin, "Strategic Offense-Defense Synergism: The Next Logical Step," Signal,

 Vol. 42, No. 9 (May 1988), pp. 41-45.
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 that strategic defenses could "pick up a portion of the counterforce mission,"

 alleviating the difficulty of finding and targeting relocatable targets con-

 fronted by the offensive forces.56 Walter Scott, the "Brilliant Pebbles" project

 leader at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, stated during the

 course of the review, "Any sort of Space-Based Interceptor [SBI] has the

 ability to take out [relocatable missiles]. It makes no difference whether it's

 launched from a fixed location or from a location that's not known in ad-

 vance."57

 Conceptual problems, which may require rethinking the substance of

 the SIOP, will arise when the war plan attempts to deal with the possibility

 of defenses becoming dominant over the offense, or even capable of destroy-

 ing a significant and preferential part of the offense. The possibility of "in-

 stability" during a transition period from an offense-dominated to a defense-

 dominated world will need careful scrutiny, although the absence of U.S. air

 defenses and the development of ground-hugging cruise missiles-which

 could retaliate effectively despite a ballistic missile defense-would reduce

 the danger that a missile shield would abruptly change the nuclear balance

 and might precipitate a crisis. Finally, if the United States does build an SDI

 network, the possibility of a Soviet SDI and its implications for SIOP tactics

 and options will also have to be considered and countered, with more than

 merely a new generation of pen-aids.

 An Elite Force

 The re-emphasis on strategic nuclear reserve forces in NUWEP-82 led to an

 examination by the DNA of the issues involved in the "management, tar-

 geting, and survivability of nuclear reserve [forces]";58 and then to a study

 in 1985-86 of an elite force specifically reserved for use by the U.S. National

 Command Authority (NCA, the president and the secretary of defense) in

 limited contingencies.

 56. "Brilliant Pebbles Becomes Focus of Strategic Review," Aviation Week and Space Technology,

 April 3, 1989, pp. 47-48.

 57. Ibid., p. 48.

 58. See William M. Arkin, "The New Mix of Defense and Deterrence," Bulletin of the Atomic

 Scientists, Vol. 42, No. 6 (June/July 1986), p. 5. See also Defense Nuclear Agency, Fiscal Year

 1987, Program Document, p. 9.
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 The first SIOP did not provide for a reserve force, on the assumption that

 some proportion of U.S. strategic forces would fail to launch at the outset of

 any conflict; these were to be repaired and then dispatched. The guidance

 developed for SIOP-63 included a requirement for the maintenance of stra-

 tegic reserves for the purposes of intra-war deterrence. In 1974, NSDM-242

 and NUWEP-1 directed that a Strategic Reserve Force (SRF) be established

 to "hold some vital enemy targets hostage to subsequent destruction," in-

 cluding, most especially, the Soviet leadership.59 In August 1977, PD-18

 directed that a Strategic Reserve Force Study be undertaken, but it proved in-

 conclusive. When a reserve force was authorized by PD-59 and NUWEP-80,

 the JSTPS did not know what to target with the weapons. In the absence of

 clear guidance, the JSTPS allocated them against low-priority targets such as

 Bulgarian steel plants that were not otherwise covered in the war plans.

 Intra-service arguments also developed about the size and composition of

 the reserve force. Initially, one-third of the force was assigned from each

 component of the triad. Subsequently, the JSTPS was directed to emphasize

 submarine-borne weapons, both SLBMs and SLCMs. However, these weap-

 ons are far from ideal for employment in the reserve role.60

 Beyond the reserve force for bargaining, however, some civilian strategists

 have long supported the concept of an elite force for the president to be

 designed for contingencies that cannot be foreseen. SAC has been strongly

 against the concept because it would give the White House "direct insertion

 authority" (targeting without SAC as an intermediary); veteran military men

 recall the confusion and even chaos when former President Lyndon B. John-

 son tried to choose specific targets for U.S. bombing missions in Vietnam a

 quarter of a century ago. A more telling objection is that the concept smacks

 of an unplanned, spur-of-the-moment operation, which would damage pub-

 lic confidence in the SIOP as a very careful war plan involving the very

 deliberate use of nuclear weapons, whatever its other failings.

 SAC won the battle against "direct insertion authority" in 1986, but SIOP

 planners have now revisited the overall concept of an elite force, which some

 have called a "flush fund." Although an evolving idea, the force would

 consist of rapidly retargetable missiles with prompt, hard-target-kill war-

 heads, presumably with the "dial-a-blast" feature of variable yield, which

 could be adapted to the exigencies of the crisis.

 59. See Ball, "The Development of the SIOP, 1960-1983," p. 73.

 60. See Desmond Ball, "Nuclear War at Sea," International Security, Vol. 10, No. 3 (Winter 1985/

 86), pp. 14-16.
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 The Structure of the SIOP

 The most significant change in the structure of the SIOP is that, instead of

 being an essentially static plan consisting principally of preplanned options,

 an adaptive planning process is being instituted in which retargeting will be

 a continuous, real-time process. As the DNA informed Congress in January

 1985:

 Increasingly, preplanned targeting is recognized as an unacceptable approach

 since some weapons planned for critical targets will have been destroyed

 and the targets themselves may have moved or sit empty. This problem is

 being addressed in several projects: development of a prototype Automated

 Combat Mission Folder for strategic bomber forces; additional automation of

 the Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP) development process; [and]

 proof-of-principle demonstration of rapid retargeting of Minuteman 111.61

 Major General Richard B. Goetze, Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategic Planning

 and Analysis, Strategic Air Command, reported in 1987:

 We are pursuing adaptive planning capabilities-capabilities which will allow

 future planning systems to respond on a real-time basis to changes in policy,

 threat, and forces. Numerous initiatives are underway to reduce the time

 required to build the SIOP or modify it during a crisis. Innovative planning

 systems and procedures that will maximize force effectiveness are currently

 being brought on-board. As we enter the 1990s, the time required to build

 the SIOP can be expected to be reduced from months to weeks or even days.

 The time required to retarget sorties in a conflict will be reduced from a few

 days to a few hours, and in some cases, to a few minutes. This will have

 substantial impact on our operational units. Unit planners must be prepared

 to perform sortie maintenance or respond to retargeting orders on a daily

 basis. Aircrews, for example, may be required to react to changes in targeting

 information or intelligence updates about changes in enemy defenses while

 enroute to the target area. This is particularly important given the dynamic

 nature of the evolving threat, e.g., the SS-25. The bottom line is that we can

 expect today's rigid preplanned SIOP, requiring months to build and change,

 to be a thing of the past.62

 This adaptive planning process, including the Automated Combat Mission

 Folders for the SAC bombers, the rapid retargeting capability for the Min-

 61. Defense Nuclear Agency, Fiscal Year 1986, Program Document, p. 410. See also "Fast Targeting

 for Minuteman," Defense Week, March 18, 1985, p. 5.

 62. Major General Richard B. Goetze, "SIOP-A Plan For Peace," Combat Crew, January 1987,

 p. 15.
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 uteman ICBMs, and the further automation of the SIOP development pro-

 cess, together with the application of artificial intelligence techniques,/3 will

 permit the creation and presentation to the National Command Authority of

 new plans in near real time in response to rapidly changing situations during

 crises or an actual nuclear exchange.

 Assessing the New SIOP and Future Prospects

 The recent developments in U.S. strategic nuclear targeting policy, together

 with the weapons systems and C3I developments associated with them, raise

 four sets of questions. The first is theoretical: have policy decisions or tech-

 nological innovations been more important in determining the U.S. force

 structure of today? The second is strategic: is the goal of nuclear deterrence

 enhanced by the decision to target Soviet leadership? The third is operational:

 is it feasible and practical to attack relocatable targets? The fourth is political:

 are U.S. target planners sufficiently attuned to current developments in arms

 control negotiations and other changes in the strategic environment that

 might affect the SIOP?

 POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY

 The historical record of the dynamics of U.S. strategic nuclear policies sug-

 gests very strongly that, in general, strategic concepts and doctrines have

 played very little role in the development of U.S. strategic force structures.

 Rather, military technical innovation has been more determinate.M4 But in the

 eight years of the Reagan administration, the connections between policy,

 forces, and technology were probably more purposeful and complex, and

 are now more difficult to disentangle, than in any other period in U.S.

 postwar history.

 The Reagan administration made a deliberate effort to align force structure

 development with strategic policy, and most particularly, with strategic nu-

 clear weapons employment policy, more closely than had any of its prede-

 63. Work on the application of artificial intelligence techniques to the targeting process is

 mentioned, for instance, in Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Statement

 Before the House Appropriations Committee Defense Subcommittee, April 26, 1989, mimeo, p. 7. See

 also Patricia A. Gilmartin, "Powerful Light Computers Hold Key to Sensor, Smart Weapon

 Research," Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 20, 1989, p. 60.

 64. See Desmond Ball, "The Role of Strategic Concepts in U.S. Strategic Nuclear Force Develop-

 ment," in Bernard Brodie, Michael D. Intriligator, and Roman Kolkowicz, eds., National Secu-

 rity and International Stability (Cambridge, Mass.: Oelgeschlager, Gunn and Hain, 1984), pp. 37-63.
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 cessors.65 And there was a more deliberate effort to find technological support

 for particular policies and doctrines, even if some of the policies were based

 more on wishful thinking than on technology.

 Whether by coincidence or design, policy guidance and technological

 promise were mutually reinforcing in many cases. For example, most of the

 improvements in strategic C31 systems that were required by NSDD-12 and

 NSDD-13 in October 1981 had already been initiated by previous administra-

 tions, and most especially by the Carter administration. On the other hand,

 the Reagan administration did establish new policy objectives which required

 modifying or reviving extant technologies (such as the B-1 bomber), as well

 as innovations (such as earth-penetrating weapons, third-generation EMP

 and microwave weapons, and the Lacrosse radar satellite system). But some

 of the new technologies sought by the Reagan administration were simply

 infeasible, such as strategic defenses that would render ballistic missiles

 obsolete, and C3 systems that could support a protracted nuclear war.

 LEADERSHIP TARGETING AND DETERRENCE

 The emphasis on leadership targeting in SIOP-6, and most particularly the

 prompt leadership attack option in SIOP-6F, raise important issues concern-

 ing the nature of deterrence. At least since the early 1950s, U.S. strategic

 nuclear target plans have been directed much more against Soviet military

 capabilities than Soviet economic and industrial targets. And since 1962, the

 SIOP has included a range of options, including an option to attack the Soviet

 political and military leadership. Until SIOP-6F, however, the leadership was

 regarded as a "withhold," an option to be reserved until the later phases of

 a strategic nuclear exchange in order to enhance escalation control, both by

 preserving the Soviet ability to conduct discriminate and controlled nuclear

 strikes and by allowing the possibility of negotiating war termination between

 U.S. and the Soviet national command authorities.

 There are compelling arguments for various war-fighting plans and capa-

 bilities, including some aimed at the Soviet leadership. First, given the real-

 ities of Soviet war-fighting doctrine, the ability to deny Soviet military objec-

 tives through the destruction of Soviet military forces must be an essential

 65. For example, NSDD-13 in October 1981 directed the Department of Defense to prepare a

 Nuclear Weapons Employment and Acquisition Master Plan, which was promulgated in Spring 1982.

 "Why C31 is the Pentagon's Top Priority," Government Executive, January 1982, p. 14; and Michael

 Getler, "Administration's Nuclear War Policy Stance Still Murky," Washington Post, November

 10, 1982, p. A24.
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 ingredient of a deterrence policy. Second, a strategic posture which could do

 nothing more than threaten the Soviet urban-industrial base would lack

 credibility and would ensure that the United States would be self-deterred

 in most of the more realistic nuclear contingencies. Third, there is no doubt

 that an avowed option to destroy the Soviet leadership would induce great

 caution in Moscow. And finally, if deterrence fails, certain war-fighting ca-

 pabilities would be useful in controlling escalation before it proceeds to an

 all-out nuclear exchange.

 However, with the more recent revisions of SIOP-6 and the related weap-

 ons systems development and deployment programs, the plans and capa-

 bilities for war-fighting and leadership targeting have been taken to danger-

 ous extremes. The U.S. ability to promptly destroy the Soviet leadership

 must increase the Kremlin's incentives to act massively and decisively at the

 onset of a strategic nuclear exchange. It is also likely to lead to some devo-

 lution of control in Soviet employment authorization procedures.

 Most telling, it is unlikely to be effective. The Soviet leadership crisis and

 war-time relocation network is extremely extensive, complex, physically deep

 underground in most cases, and impenetrable to Western intelligence in

 significant aspects. A considerable portion of the Soviet leadership that es-

 caped prompt annihilation in any nuclear exchange would be destroyed by

 the use of sophisticated penetration aids designed to penetrate the anti-

 ballistic missile and anti-aircraft systems around Moscow, by earth-penetrator

 warheads, and by 9-megaton B-53 bombs. But a comprehensive leadership

 decapitation or incapacitation attack is not possible, so the development of

 capabilities specifically designed for leadership destruction is both unneces-

 sarily provocative and a waste of resources.66

 OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY

 The cost and operational feasibility of the weapon systems and plans for

 attacking Soviet mobile or relocatable targets are the principal policy issues

 raised by the recent developments in U.S. targeting policy.

 66. There is no contradiction between the arguments that a comprehensive leadership decapi-

 tation or incapacitation attack is impossible, and that the development of capabilities for this

 purpose is likely to lead to Soviet counter-measures, including the enhancement of Soviet

 inclinations to act massively and decisively at the onset of a nuclear exchange. Soviet planners

 have to act on worse-case assumptions, particularly where the survivability of the leadership

 itself is at issue. The U.S. policy is likely to lead to the worst of both worlds: an expensive and

 infeasible policy, and a more nervous Soviet leadership and hence diminished crisis stability.
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 The task of locating and destroying RTs during a nuclear exchange is

 extremely daunting and perhaps unachievable. The Director of Central In-

 telligence's Mobile Missile Task Force Intelligence Requirements and Analysis

 Working Group reported in December 1987:

 Our current capability to meet adequately the demands placed upon our

 limited resources, to address effectively the mobile missile problem, is lim-

 ited.

 A true capability to locate, identify and track mobile missiles for the pur-

 pose of targeting is evolutionary.

 [It] will require significant enhancement of our present capabilities.67

 General Welch, the Air Force Chief of Staff, testified in November 1988, that:

 "the whole business of locating mobile missiles, for example, is a very com-

 plex test and we're a long way from having decided that we know how to

 handle that task."68 And in July 1989 the Air Force told Congress that:

 "attacking highly mobile targets is . . . [not] likely to be accomplished with

 great efficiency in the near to mid-term future. "69

 Responsibility for attacking the mobile targets rests principally with the

 SAC strategic bombers, and most especially the B-2 Stealth bomber. The B-

 1B bomber currently lacks the particular sensors, electronic counter-mea-

 sures, and communications systems required for effective penetration of

 Soviet airspace and locating mobile targets. So while admitting the difficulty

 of the task, the Air Force position is that "the B-2 is the best hope for attacking

 relocatable targets."70 Yet the B-2 also lacks several sensors needed for locat-

 ing and identifying mobile targets. These include a forward-looking infrared

 system (FLIR), a high-resolution millimeter-wave radar, and an automatic

 target recognition system to assist B-2 crews in identifying targets acquired

 by the FLIR and radar sensors.7'

 Satellites would have a major role in locating and identifying RTs and

 directing bombers to them. Capabilities for this purpose have been built into

 the KH-12 Ikon real-time imaging satellite, the Lacrosse radar satellite, and the

 Magnum/Mentor geostationary signals intelligence (SIGINT) satellite. But de-

 67. Cited in Gregory A. Fossedal, "U.S. Said to be Unable to Verify Missile Ban"; and Evans

 and Novak, "What About the Hidden SS-20's?"

 68. Richard Halloran, "General Says Stealth Craft Will Target Soviet Shelters," New York Times,

 November 20, 1988, p. 24.

 69. "Industry Generally Upbeat on Management Review," Defense Daily, July 13, 1989, p. 66.

 70. See Robert R. Ropelewski, "USAF Backpedaling on B-2 Relocatable Target Mission," Armed

 Forces Journal International, Vol. 126, No. 12 (July 1989), p. 143.

 71. Ibid.
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 spite the extraordinary sophistication and enormous costs of these systems,

 they are poorly configured for real-time war-fighting tasks. They were de-

 signed to suit the competing demands of the intelligence verification and

 analysis community. Moreover, they are potentially vulnerable to anti-satel-

 lite weapons. They are generally controlled from a few fixed and vulnerable

 ground stations. And the communications links between the satellites,

 ground stations, and bombers could be easily disrupted.72

 Spending significant resources on weapon systems like the B-2 for this

 problematic mission is difficult to justify.73 General Welch was asked on July

 12, 1989: "Would it be a fair statement to say . .. that by the time the B-2 is

 actually used, if it had to be used, it would be after virtual nuclear annihi-

 lation of both countries?" He replied: "I would think so."74 The threat of the

 mobile missiles could be addressed much more practically and cost-effectively

 through the arms control process, with an agreed numerical ceiling and

 constraints on the operational configurations of missile deployments.

 POLITICAL SENSITIVITY

 The recent developments in U.S. targeting policy and the associated nuclear

 weapons and C3I systems have proceeded during a period when arms control

 negotiations promise deep reductions in U.S. and Soviet strategic nuclear

 forces, the Soviet leadership under Mikhail Gorbachev is preoccupied with

 domestic issues and seeking a normalization of relations with the West, and

 the East European peoples are casting off Communist rule and Soviet control.

 The demands for new, very expensive and in some cases provocative weap-

 ons systems, the effort devoted to the preparation of plans and the acquisition

 of capabilities specifically designed to kill a leadership increasingly resigned

 to accommodation, and the search for more usable war-fighting options when

 nuclear war is becoming less conceivable, raise an obvious question concern-

 ing the sensitivity of U.S. nuclear war planners to changes in the global

 political and strategic environment.

 72. See Michael Brower, "Why the B-2 Will Bomb: The Problems Stealth Can't Hide," Arms

 Control Today, September 1988, p. 19.

 73. For more comprehensive critiques of the B-2 program, see Michael E. Brown, "B-2 or not

 B-2? Crisis and Choice in the U.S. Strategic Bomber Programme," Survival, Vol. 30, No. 4 (July/

 August 1988), pp. 351-366; and Brown, "The U.S. Manned Bomber and Strategic Deterrence in

 the 1990s," International Security, Vol. 14, No. 2 (Fall 1989), pp. 5-46.

 74. Cited in Ronald V. Dellums, "A Service in Search of a Bomber," Washington Post, July 26,

 1989, p. 25.
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 Although the details of the 50 percent strategic arms reductions being

 negotiated in START are yet to be resolved, the basic parameters and count-

 ing rules have been agreed. It is likely that U.S. strategic weapons will be

 cut from about 13,000 to about 10,000, and Soviet strategic weapons from

 about 11,000 to 9,000.75 Although the number of weapons available to U.S.

 target planners will be reduced, so too will the number of high-priority and

 demanding targets in the Soviet Union. Calculations by May, Bing, and Stein-

 bruner suggest that cutting forces by half on each side introduces little serious

 change to the U.S. ability to cover the full set of targets in the Soviet Union,

 and, indeed, that if U.S. forces are appropriately modernized then better

 coverage can be attained.76

 The U.S. Air Force, however, is adamant that adequate target coverage

 can only be maintained if the complete force of 132 B-2 bombers is acquired.

 Under the proposed START counting rules, a penetrating bomber carrying

 gravity bombs and Short Range Attack Missiles (typically about 12 to 20)

 would be considered a single weapon. The Air Force has intimated that if

 the 132 B-2s with some 1,580-2,640 weapons are not allowed, then it would

 oppose a START agreement. Air Force Chief of Staff General Welch told a

 subcommittee of the Senate Armed Services Committee in July 1989, "If the

 penetrating bomber or the expectation of the penetrating bomber is removed,

 then we must reformulate the START negotiating position."77 General Chain,

 CINCSAC, was more blunt: "I would come to testify to your committee

 against a START agreement."78 But, as several senators responded, such a

 stance seems out of place in the current strategic environment.

 In fact, it is likely that the Soviet target base will be reduced substantially

 beyond the cuts in Soviet strategic forces. Significant numbers of conven-

 tional forces and facilities in the OMT target set are being demobilized, and

 major war-supporting industrial plants are being converted to production of

 consumer goods. There is no evidence that this has been appreciated by U.S.

 target planners.

 75. See Desmond Ball, "The Future of the Strategic Balance," in Desmond Ball and Cathy

 Downes, eds., Security and Defence: Pacific and Global Perspectives (Sydney: Allen and Unwin,

 1990), chapter 4, Tables 3, 4, 7 and 8.

 76. Michael M. May, George F. Bing, and John D. Steinbruner, Strategic Arms Reductions (Wash-

 ington, D.C.: Brookings, 1988), p. 70. See also May, Bing, and Steinbruner, "Strategic Arsenals

 After START: The Implications of Deep Cuts," International Security, Vol. 13, No. 1 (Summer

 1988), pp. 90-133.

 77. Cited in David F. Bond, "Congressional Debate on B-2 Turns to Arms Control Impact,"

 Aviation Week and Space Technology, July 31, 1989, p. 24.

 78. Ibid.
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 U.S. nuclear war planners have a responsibility to "keep the powder dry."

 Target planning must continue to take account of the modernization of Soviet

 strategic nuclear forces and the SIOP must be maintained for credible exec-

 ution in the event that there is a reversal in the current strategic circum-

 stances. However, the credibility of the target planning process is endangered

 by the development of plans and capabilities that do not acknowledge the

 extraordinary changes currently occurring in the Soviet Union and Eastern

 Europe.

 Conclusion

 In summary, while there are sound grounds for certain war-fighting plans

 and force capabilities, the recent developments in U.S. targeting policies and

 plans (and, most especially, SIOP-6F) have taken them to dangerous ex-

 tremes. There is no strategic justification for expensive weapon systems

 designed primarily for such challenging, perhaps impossible, tasks as locat-

 ing and destroying a significant portion of Soviet relocatable targets and

 leadership targets. The military fought long to prevent even civilian Pentagon

 officials from playing a significant role in SIOP targeting. This has changed

 somewhat in recent years, but recent developments in U.S. strategic nuclear

 policy, as codified in SIOP-6F, require a broad debate by the informed public

 to develop a consensus around more reasonable strategic plans and capabil-

 ities.
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